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NEW: REVOLUTIONARY PONTOON BOARDING LADDER 
  
LilliPad Marine, Traverse City, Michigan, September 24, 2019 announces the LilliPad REVO Ladder, a boarding 
ladder that sets the bar for comfort and functionality offering an unrivaled array of features and benefits. 
 

LilliPad Marine has a reputation for getting boaters in-the-water with its Innovation Award Winning LilliPad 
Diving Board and is committed to making the process of re-boarding comfortable for all boaters. 
 

REVO Ladders fasten to boats using a modular mounting system.  With mount brackets installed at both 
locations, a REVO Ladder can easily be moved from stern to bow making the ladder versatile for deep water 
swimming or an afternoon at the sandbar! Releasing or securing the ladder to its mounts is as simple as pulling 
or inserting two locking pins.  The REVO Ladder also boasts an impressive 48-inch (below the deck), 5-step 
design when deployed.   The ladder’s deployed shape has 
been carefully crafted with an obtuse angle that positions 
the lower portion vertical and the upper portion sloped. 
REVO’s shape is critical in eliminating the need for 
flexibility or upper body strength to climb the ladder with 
ease.  In addition, the ladder’s wide, slip-resistant, 
ergonomic-steps and beefy structure provide unmatched 
comfort and stability.  While REVO is deep when 
deployed, when retracted it sits only 16” above the deck 
presenting an aesthetically pleasing low profile. Furthermore, the REVO Ladder can be deployed and retracted 
from a standing position thanks to its innovative folding design and retracting strap. Thus, no kneeling or 
leaning over into the water to deploy or stow your ladder is required. 
 
REVO Ladders are designed to exceed industry standards.  Each ladder is built with heavy wall aluminum 
extrusions, robust (internal) stainless-steel cables, and stainless hardware.  In addition, the ladder is self-
draining, eliminating the ability to freeze and crack.  
 
REVO Ladders are also suitable for dock mount applications boasting the same great features and benefits of 
the boat boarding ladder.  Especially noted by homeowners is the ladders ability to fold, eliminating the rigid, 
algae-covered ladders found on most docks. 

http://www.lillipadmarine.com/


ABOUT LLILLIPAD MARINE 
Founded in 2012, Lilli Pad, LLC (DBA LilliPad Marine) is committed to the production of superior quality marine products 
and excellent customer service.  The company’s flagship product, the LilliPad Diving Board, hit the market in May 2014 
and has since won numerous awards including “Best New Product for 2015” at the Northern Wholesale Supershow and 
a prestigious “Innovation Award” at the 2015 Miami International Boat Show.  LilliPad Marine has quickly gained a 
foothold in the marine industry with a distribution network of more than a dozen marine wholesale distributors, 
multiple OEM’s and over 400 dealers, globally. 

For more information about LilliPad Marine:  www.LilliPadMarine.com 
 

For more information please contact: 

Ann Schaub, President 
LilliPad Marine 
PO Box 6933 
Traverse City, MI 49696 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

 
 

Phone: 231-632-3535 
Fax: 800-279-3419 
Email: aschaub@lillipadmarine.com 
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